GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL CAPITAL TERRITORY OF DELHI
DIRECTORATE OF EDUCATION
PUBLIC NOTICE

Sub: Engagement of 54 PGT (EVGCs) Guest Teachers in Schools of Directorate of Education.

54 PGT (EVGCs) Guest Teachers are proposed to be engaged by the Heads of Schools of the Directorate of Education from amongst the qualified youth. Vacancies in each school are available on the website. The number of vacancies is subject to variation. The Guest Teacher shall be engaged purely on temporary basis, till the post is filled up on regular basis or till 10th May 2013, whichever is earlier. Willing persons may register themselves with any one specific school of choice online on our website www.edudel.nic.in from 5th February 2013 to 18th February 2013 and merit list will be declared on 20th February, 2013. The details of eligibility are as given below:-

1. PGT/Lecturer:
   1.1 PGT/Lecturer (EVGCs): M.A. in Psychology from a recognized University.
   1.2 Degree or Diploma in Guidance and Counseling.

2. Upper age limit is 36 years of PGT as on 1st January, 2013.

3. The Guest teacher would be engaged on the basis of merit in academic performance of the applicants at different levels.

4. The Guest Teachers shall be paid Rs.150/- per period subject to a maximum of Rs.18000/- per month.

5. The candidate shall fill-up his/ her name, date of birth as they appeared in the certificate of class X examination. Any deviation in this regard will lead to disqualification. Candidates in their own interest are advised to fill up all the items in the online application form carefully. Requests for any correction what so ever shall not be entertained at later stages.

6. The candidate shall use, internet explorer while filling up application online.

7. Candidates whose name is appearing in the order of merit list are accordingly advised to contact the Head Of School concerned immediately.

(N.T. KRISHNA)
DY. DIRECTOR (PLANNING)
No.F.DE.18-2(5)/Plg./2011/4157-59
Date:- 7/2/2013

Copy to:
1. P.S. to Secretary (Education), Directorate of Education, Old Sectt., Delhi.
2. P.S. to Director (Planning), Planning Department, Govt. of NCT of Delhi, Delhi Secretariat, I.P. Estate, new Delhi.
3. OS (I.T), Old Secretariat, Delhi-54 to place it on website.

(N.T. KRISHNA)
DY. DIRECTOR (PLANNING)